
STATE OF DELAWARE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

JACK MARKELL PO BOX 778 SHAILEN BHATT   
       GOVERNOR DOVER, DELAWARE  19903 SECRETARY           

VIA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY (302) 760-2030
FAX (302) 739-2254

June 9, 2014

Contract No. T201406802.01
Fog Seal and Sand Seal, Statewide, FY2014
Kent County

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Enclosed is Addendum No. 1 for the referenced contract consisting of the following:

1. The following items have been added:

743050 - Flagger, New Castle County
743052 - Flagger, Sussex County
743062 - Flagger, New Castle County, State, Overtime
743064 - Flagger, Sussex County, State, Overtime

2. The following flagger items have been changed to regular bid items.  They are no longer
fixed price. 

743051  
743063

3. One (1) page, Location Description, page i, revised, to be substituted for the same page in
the Proposal and one (1) page, page iA, new, to be added to the Proposal.  Please note the
revised language for 743.12 Basis of Payment. 

4. Two (2) pages, Bid Proposal Forms, pages 1 and 2, revised, to be substituted for the same
pages in the Proposal and one (1) page, page 3, new, to be added to the Proposal.

5. Two (2) sheets, Construction Plans, sheets 8 and 9, revised, to be substituted for the same
sheets in the Plan Set.

6. For proposal holders with the electronic bid option only, Amendment Disk No. 1.



Please note the revisions listed above and submit your bid based upon this information.

Sincerely,

signature on file

James H. Hoagland
Contract Services Administrator

:jhh
Enclosures
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Contract No.T201406802.01  

FOG SEAL AND SAND SEAL, STATEWIDE, FY 2014
KENT COUNTY

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCATION

These improvements are located in KENT County more specifically shown on the Location Map(s)
of the enclosed Plans.

DESCRIPTION

The improvements consist of furnishing all materials for FOG SEAL AND SAND SEAL,
STATEWIDE, FY 2014, and other incidental construction in accordance with the location, notes and details
shown on the plans and as directed by the Engineer.

COMPLETION DATE

All work on this contract must be complete within  365 Calendar Days  .   

It is the Department's intent to issue a Notice to Proceed such that work starts on or about  July 1,
2014

ELECTRONIC BIDDING

This project incorporates a newer version of the electronic bidding system, Expedite
5.9a.. Bidders wishing to use the electronic bidding option will find the installation file on the plan holders
bid file disk.  The installation file and instructions are also available at:     
http://www.deldot.gov/information/business/bids/const_proj_bid_info.shtml. 

PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS NOTES:

1. No retainage will be withheld on this contract.

2. The Department has adopted an External Complaint Procedure.  The procedure can be
viewed on our  website at; http://www.deldot.gov/information/business/, or you may request
a copy by calling (302) 760-2555.

3. Make note of the new version of Electronic Bidding software as noted above.

4. BIDDERS MUST REQUEST A CD OF THE OFFICIAL PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
FROM THE DEPARTMENT IN ORDER TO SUBMIT A BID.

5. Please note the Special Provision titled Changes to Project Documents During
Advertisement.  The Department is using an alternative method of providing bid documents
for this contract.

6. For this contract, Subsection 743.12, Basis of Payment is revised as follows:

F. Basis of Payment for Flagger – Item Nos. 743050 through 743073:

i
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Contract No. T201406802.01  

Included in this Bid Proposal are the prevailing wages for highway construction as
determined by the Department of Labor of the State of Delaware in accordance with Title
29 Del.C. §6960, relating to wages and the regulations implementing that Section.

1. Flaggers must be bid at a minimum equal to the Laborer wage rate and may be bid
up to, but not to exceed, 3 times the Laborer wage rate in accordance with the
County where the work is being performed.

2. Flagger overtime must be bid at minimum of 1.45 times, and may be bid up to 4.35
times maximum, the Laborer wage rate in accordance with the County where the
work is being performed.

3. When a contract for a project contains both Federal Davis-Bacon and State of
Delaware prevailing wage standards, the employer’s minimum wage obligations are
determined by whichever standards are higher.

4. If the Contractor’s bid price is not within the limits set forth in 743.12 (F) 1 and
743.12 (F) 2, the Department will adjust the bid to the minimum for prices bid
below the minimum acceptable bid and to the maximum for prices bid above the
maximum allowable bid prior to award.

iA



                     DELAWARE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION     PAGE:           1
                               SCHEDULE OF ITEMS               DATE:

 CONTRACT ID: T201406802.01     PROJECT(S): T201406802

 All figures must be typewritten.
 
 CONTRACTOR :________________________________________________________________
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  LINE|         ITEM            |    APPROX.    |   UNIT PRICE   |   BID AMOUNT
   NO |      DESCRIPTION        |   QUANTITY    |----------------|--------------
      |                         |   AND UNITS   | DOLLARS  | CTS | DOLLARS  |CTS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SECTION 0001  Category 0001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |401756 RUBBER MODIFIED   |               |                |
  0010|FOG SEAL                 |      35000.000|                |
      |                         |GAL            |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |401757 SAND SEAL         |               |                |
  0020|                         |      40000.000|                |
      |                         |GAL            |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |406507 CRACK SEALING     |               |                |
  0030|                         |     112390.000|                |
      |                         |LF             |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743007 TRAFFIC OFFICERS  |               |                |
  0040|                         |          8.000|        75.00000|         600.00
      |                         |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743010 FURNISH AND       |               |                |
  0050|MAINTAIN TRUCK MOUNTED   |          5.000|                |
      |ATTENUATOR, TYPE II      |EADY           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743051 FLAGGER, KENT     |               |                |
  0060|COUNTY, STATE            |        300.000|                |
      |                         |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743063 FLAGGER, KENT     |               |                |
  0070|COUNTY, STATE, OVERTIME  |         50.000|                |
      |                         |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748015 PERMANENT         |               |                |
  0080|PAVEMENT STRIPING,       |        470.000|                |
      |SYMBOL/LEGEND            |SF             |                |
      |ALKYD-THERMOPLAST IC     |               |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748016 PERMANENT         |               |                |
  0090|PAVEMENT STRIPING,       |        128.000|                |
      |ALKYD-THERMOPLASTIC, 8"  |LF             |                |
      |                         |               |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                     DELAWARE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION     PAGE:           2
                               SCHEDULE OF ITEMS               DATE:

 CONTRACT ID: T201406802.01     PROJECT(S): T201406802

 All figures must be typewritten.
 
 CONTRACTOR :________________________________________________________________
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  LINE|         ITEM            |    APPROX.    |   UNIT PRICE   |   BID AMOUNT
   NO |      DESCRIPTION        |   QUANTITY    |----------------|--------------
      |                         |   AND UNITS   | DOLLARS  | CTS | DOLLARS  |CTS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748019 TEMPORARY         |               |                |
  0100|MARKINGS, PAINT, 4"      |      82000.000|                |
      |                         |LF             |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748026 TEMPORARY         |               |                |
  0110|MARKINGS, PAINT          |        857.000|                |
      |SYMBOL/LEGEND            |SF             |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748036 PAINTING OF WHITE |               |                |
  0120|OR YELLOW, 5" LINE       |      42000.000|                |
      |                         |LF             |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748502 RAISED/RECESSED   |               |                |
  0130|PAVEMENT MARKER          |        152.000|                |
      |                         |EACH           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748548 PERMANENT         |               |                |
  0140|PAVEMENT STRIPING, EPOXY |      40000.000|                |
      |RESIN PAINT,             |LF             |                |
      |WHITE/YELLOW, 5"         |               |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |748553 PREFORMED         |               |                |
  0150|RETROREFLECTIVE          |          3.000|                |
      |THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT   |EACH           |                |
      |MARKINGS, BIKE SYMBOL    |               |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |763000 INITIAL EXPENSE   |               |                |
  0160|                         |LUMP           |LUMP            |
      |                         |               |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |763643 MAINTENANCE OF    |               |                |
  0170|TRAFFIC, ALL INCLUSIVE   |LUMP           |LUMP            |
      |                         |               |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743050 FLAGGER, NEW      |               |                |
  0171|CASTLE COUNTY, STATE     |         40.000|                |
      |                         |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743052 FLAGGER, SUSSEX   |               |                |
  0172|COUNTY, STATE            |         40.000|                |
      |                         |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                     DELAWARE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION     PAGE:           3
                               SCHEDULE OF ITEMS               DATE:

 CONTRACT ID: T201406802.01     PROJECT(S): T201406802

 All figures must be typewritten.
 
 CONTRACTOR :________________________________________________________________
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  LINE|         ITEM            |    APPROX.    |   UNIT PRICE   |   BID AMOUNT
   NO |      DESCRIPTION        |   QUANTITY    |----------------|--------------
      |                         |   AND UNITS   | DOLLARS  | CTS | DOLLARS  |CTS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743062 FLAGGER, NEW      |               |                |
  0173|CASTLE COUNTY, STATE,    |          3.000|                |
      |OVERTIME                 |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |743064 FLAGGER, SUSSEX   |               |                |
  0174|COUNTY, STATE, OVERTIME  |          4.000|                |
      |                         |HOUR           |                |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |                                         |
      | SECTION 0001 TOTAL                      |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      |                                         |
      | TOTAL BID                               |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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